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Administration

Homework due next class, questions?
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Paul Krugman

Nobel Prize winner 2008

Famous for contributions to trade and urban economics; most
important founder of “New Economic Geography” (NEG)

Nice essay on Paul Krugman’s contribution to urban economics:
Behrens and Robert-Nicoud, Papers in Regional Science, 2009

Glaeser (NYTimes): “[JPE 1991] is one of only two models that
I insist that Harvard’s Ph.D. students in urban economics be
able to regurgitate, equation by equation.”
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Paul Krugman’s most famous paper

Contributions of JPE 1991 according to Behrens and
Robert-Nicoud:

1. understand how market size influences location choices
and location choices influence market size (circular)

2. shows mechanism leading to persistence and path
dependence

3. connects location theory to trade theory
4. provided a framework (NEG) applicable to many contexts

(ex: taxes) and flexible to incorporate many extensions
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Main Questions of Paper

What is the main question of this paper?

Why is manufacturing concentrated and specifically, can we
explain this with the interaction of transportation costs and
economies of scale?

Sub-questions:
• How sensitive are concentration results to transportation

costs?
• What is overall effect of divergence forces (access to

bigger market, lower transportation) and convergence
forces (competition among firms for fixed expenditure)?

• When will all manufacturing be concentrated in one
region? Does the starting point matter?
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Basic Setup

• There are two regions and two sectors, farming and
manufacturing, which employ farmers and manufacturing
workers

• Farmers are immobile but manufacturing workers can
migrate costlessly across regions

• Trade: the farm good (numeraire) can be shipped to other
region costlessly but manufacturing goods have iceberg
transport costs: if you send 1 unit of a good from region 1
to region 2 it melts to only τ units when it arrives in region
2, τ < 1

• Goal: characterize equilibrium in terms of manufacturing
workers in each region; this will provide insight into
determinants of concentration
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Consumption

All residents (farmers and workers) have two-level utility
function:

U = Cµ
MC1−µ

A (1)

CM =

[
N∑

i=1

c
σ−1
σ

i

] σ
σ−1

(1)

N is number of potential products, σ > 1; notice consumers

have taste for variety

Why two-level? Parameter µ determines expenditure on
manufacturing, key to concentration
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Production

Farmers: one unit of farm labor produces one unit of
agricultural good

Supply of farmers is fixed and equal in both regions: (1 − µ)/2

Workers are mobile but define L1 and L2 as workers in each
region

L1 + L2 = µ (3)

Production function of manufacturing good i : xi =
LMi−α

β , or

LMi = α+ β ∗ xi (4)

Notice: fixed cost generates IRS and that will vary with wage

rate
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Optimal price

Symmetry will yield that price is the same for all varieties

Let p1 be price of representative variety in region 1, w1
manufacturing wage. Optimization gives:

p1 =
σ

σ − 1
β ∗ w1 (5)

Region 2 has similar equation, thus:

p1

p2
=

w1

w2
(6)

Free entry gives zero profit: π = 0:

(p1 − β ∗ w1)x1 = α ∗ w1 (7)
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Number of varieties
Zero profit condition and price ratio across regions
p1/p2 = w1/w2 gives:

x1 = x2 =
α(σ − 1)

β
(8)

Notice that output of any good does not depend on any region
specific variables

With output of each firm we can figure out labor requirement of
each firm, which is ασ

Then number of firms in a region is total labor divided by
per-firm labor, n1 = L1/ασ, and:

L1

L2
=

n1

n2
(2)
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Elasticity of substitution measures economies of scale

Turns out that σ shows MPL/APL

MPL= 1
β , APL=σ−1

βσ

MPL/APL= σ
σ−1

Smaller σ gives greater economies of scale (MPL/APL larger)

Why? As σ decreases consumer wants to consume more and
more varieties (σ = 1 is Cobb-Douglas)

Low σ leads to more firms, lower output per firm, less labor per
firm, lower APL

Note: this is a bit confusing since firms are more productive
(lower AC) with higher σ; however, lower σ leads to greater
agglomeration economies (same as models with CES
production and intermediate input sharing)
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Short-run Equilibrium

In short-run workers in each region can’t migrate, want to look
at wages

Define c11 as total consumption in region 1 of a representative
region 1 good and c12 is region 1 consumption of
representative region 2 good

Region 2 must ship 1/τ units so that 1 unit arrives in region 1,
thus region 1 consumers pay p2 ∗ (1/τ) for one unit

In region 1, ratio of demand for good 1 to good 2 is:

c11

c12
=

(
p1τ

p2

)−σ

=

(
w1τ

w2

)−σ

(10)

This equation comes from demand function and equation 6
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Expenditure Ratios

Define z11 as ratio of total region 1 expenditure on region 1
goods to region 1 expenditure on region 2 goods

z11 =

(
n1

n2

)(
p1τ

p2

)(
c11

c12

)
=

(
L1

L2

)(
w1τ

22

)−(σ−1)

(11)

1. A one percent increase in relative prices reduces
quantities sold by σ (eq 10) but reduces value by only
σ − 1; basically p is higher in p ∗ q

2. As a region’s number of goods increases overall
expenditure share z11 also increases
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Closing Model

To close model write equations for both regions where total
income has to be equal to total expenditure

Define Y1 and Y2 as total income in a region

Y1 =
1 − µ

2
+ w1L1 (15)

Then we have:

w1 ∗ L1 = µ

[(
z11

1 + z11

)
Y1 +

(
z12

1 + z12

)
Y2

]
(13)
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Short-run equilibrium results

From set of equations one can solve for wages

Because many results echo 1980 AER paper he doesn’t
discuss in detail

Main focus in short-run is ratio of wages in regions w1/w2:
1. Increase in manufacturing employment raises utility

(lowers variety-adjusted price index) because allows for
greater number of firms

2. Increase in employment also can raise wages by more
than proportionally increasing output: home market effect

3. However, also a competitive effect working in opposite
direction–workers have to share limited amount of peasant
expenditure
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Long-run Equilibrium: Choice of Units

In long-run we allow workers to migrate

Krugman carefully chooses units to simplify this problem (but
without mentioning this, ridiculously confusing!)

β = σ−1
σ and α = µ

σ

Since p1 = σ
σ−1β ∗ w1 and n1 = L1

α∗σ

This implies that p1 = w1 and n1 = L1/µ
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Long-run Equilibrium: Price Indices
With CES a price index is cost of purchasing one unit of
composite good at optimal consumption of each variety

P =

[
N∑

i=1

p1−σ
i

] 1
1−σ

(N1)

Price of consumption in region 1 includes local goods and
imports

Let f be fraction of total workers in region 1, f = L1/µ, then
using choice of units:

P1 =

[
fw−(σ−1)

1 + (1 − f )
w2

τ

−(σ−1)
] −1

σ−1

(17)
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Real Wages

Workers migrate based on real wages: what they can consume
given region’s nominal wage

To calculate real wages we need a cost-of-living index: cost of a
given level of utility in a region

CES has a convenient form because expenditure measures
utility: Pµ ∗ P1−µ

A

Then real wages are:
ω1 =

w1

Pµ
1

(19)
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Equilibrium Comparative Statics
Main goal is to explain concentration across regions: when will
most workers concentrate in one region (“core”) with small
region (“periphery”) versus more equal sized regions?

Key is to know how real wage ratio ω1/ω2 varies with share of
labor force f ; if real wage increases with migration then
feedback effects will lead to core-periphery equilibrium

Set of non-linear equations makes analytical solution difficult;
instead uses numerical exercises to illustrate main idea

Three parameters:
1. Share of consumer budget spent on composite good µ
2. Transportation cost τ–transportation cost increases when

τ decreases
3. Elasticity of substitution σ, which can measure economies

of scale: smaller σ greater economies of scale
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Effect of concentration on wage ratio varies by
transport cost
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divergence-the home market effect and the price index effect-and 
one working toward convergence, the degree of competition for the 
local peasant market. The question is which forces dominate. 

In principle, it is possible simply to solve our model for real wages 
as a function off. This is, however, difficult to do analytically. In the 
next section an alternative approach is used to characterize the 
model's behavior. For now, however, let us simply note that there are 
only three parameters in this model that cannot be eliminated by 
choice of units: the share of expenditure on manufactured goods, t; 
the elasticity of substitution among products, a; and the fraction of 
a good shipped that arrives, T. The model can be quite easily solved 
numerically for a variety of parameters. Thus it is straightforward to 
show that depending on the parameter values we may have either 
regional convergence or regional divergence. 

Figure 1 makes the point. It shows computed values of W1/W2 as a 
function of f in two different cases. In both cases we assume C = 4 
and t = .3. In one case, however, T = .5 (high transportation costs); 
in the other, T = .75 (low transportation costs). In the high- 
transport-cost case, the relative real wage declines as f rises. Thus 
in this case we would expect to see regional convergence, with the 
geographical distribution of the manufacturing following that of agri- 
culture. In the low-transport-cost case, however, the slope is reversed; 
thus we would expect to see regional divergence. 

It is possible to proceed entirely numerically from this point. If 
we take a somewhat different approach, however, it is possible to 
characterize the properties of the model analytically. 
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Interpretation

When will industry concentrate?

Depends on interaction of key parameters

Dispersion: high transportation cost, low manufacturing
consumption share, weak economies of scale

Concentration: low transportation cost, high manufacturing
consumption share, large economies of scale

Next figure draws boundaries for convergence (concentration)
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Boundaries for concentration equilibrium
498 JOURNAL OF POLITICAL ECONOMY 
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concentrated. It also involves no arbitrary assumptions about the geo- 
graphical extent of external economies: distance enters naturally via 
transportation costs, and in no other way. The behavior of the model 
depends on "observable" features of the tastes of individuals and the 
technology of firms; the interesting dynamics arise from interaction 
effects. 

Obviously this is a vastly oversimplified model even of the core- 
periphery issue, and it says nothing about the localization of particu- 
lar industries. The model does illustrate, however, how tools drawn 
from industrial organization theory can help to formalize and 
sharpen the insights of a much-neglected field. Thus I hope that this 
paper will be a stimulus to a revival of research into regional econom- 
ics and economic geography. 
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When ν < 1 manufacturing will concentrate
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in the first term. Second, the larger the share of expenditure on 
manufactures, the larger the relative size of the region 1 market and 
hence the stronger the home market effect. This "backward linkage" 
is reflected in the second term in (27). 

Next we turn to transportation costs. From inspection of (26), we 
first note that when T = 1, v = 1; that is, when transport costs are 
zero, location is irrelevant (no surprise!). Second, we note that when 
T is small, v approaches (1 - ,u)TlT(l). Unless a is very small or >t 
very large, this must exceed one for sufficiently small T (the economics 
of the alternative case will be apparent shortly). Finally, we evaluate 
dv/lT: 

iv pv Tl( - 1)[(1 + T)"- R _ (1 -L)T-(O- 

aT T 2T (28) 

For T close to one, the second term in (28) approaches L(a - 1) > 

0; since the first term is always positive, av/aT > 0 for v near one. 
Taken together, these observations indicate a shape for v as a func- 

tion of T that looks like figure 2 (which represents an actual calculation 
for p. = .3, a = 4): at low levels of T (i.e., high transportation costs), 
v exceeds one and it is profitable to defect. At some critical value of 
T, v falls below one and concentrated manufacturing is an equilib- 
rium, and the relative value of sales then approaches one from below. 

The important point from this picture is that at the critical value 
of T that corresponds to the boundary between concentration and 
nonconcentration, aV/3T is negative. That is, higher transportation 
costs militate against regional divergence. 

We can also now interpret the case in which a(1 - p.) < 1, so that 
v < 1 even at arbitrarily low T. This is a case in which economies of 
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Main Forces
Pecuniary Externalities: no direct spillovers in terms of
productivity but larger markets have important effects (ex: raise
demand, allow more varieties, increase utility)

IRS and taste for variety: leads to one firm per type

Home Market Effect: firms want to locate in larger markets

Can sell to domestic consumers without transportation costs
(demand higher, price index lower)

This effect exists even without allowing for mobile workers; in
Faber paper connecting two asymmetric regions leads to
greater concentration in bigger region (firms ship goods to
smaller region)

Reinforcement: given parameters, mobile workers can reinforce
home market effect by moving to bigger region, increasing
market size with own consumption
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